. This may ing in response times when participants report HSF be explained by the different stimuli used (fearful faces information of the hybrid stimulus in the presence of from a different database) or other specific features of fear in the unreported LSF components. Thus, emoour fMRI protocol (e.g., presentation time, exact visual tional modulation of a face-responsive region of fusiangle of the stimuli). form is driven by the low-frequency components of the Reaction times (RTs) were analyzed by repeated meastimulus, an effect independent of subjects' reported sures ANOVA with SPSS (SPSS). There was a main effect perception but evident in an incidental measure of of subjects' report, as gender judgments that were behavioral performance. 
While behaviorally the overall reaction time interaction culus, and pulvinar to LSF fear in faces. Bilateral foci in amygdala/periamygdaloid cortex showed weak activabetween LSF emotion and reported SF ( Figure 3A ) was nonsignificant (see above), a significant correlation was tion for the main effect of LSF fear (x, y, z ϭ Ϫ18, Ϫ6, Ϫ33, Z ϭ 1.78; x, y, z ϭ 33, Ϫ6, Ϫ24, Z ϭ 1.81), although evident between the RT measure of this interaction for each subject and the magnitude of activation to LSF not at the same coordinates as previous work (for comparison: x, y, z ϭ Ϫ20, Ϫ10, Ϫ28 and x, y, z ϭ 20, Ϫ10, fear in right fusiform ( Figure 3B ) (p Ͻ 0.05). In other words, the degree to which a subject showed enhanced Ϫ30 [5]). The former of our foci appears to be centered on perirhinal cortex but extends laterally and dorsally fusiform activity to LSF fear relative to LSF neutral predicted an RT cost during reporting of the HSF face in into ventral amygdala. The latter is in lateral right amygdala. In addition, lateral posteroinferior thalamus also the presence of a neglected fearful face in LSF. This behavioral slowing might represent a distractor effect exhibited a weak activation in the peak voxel found in our previous work (x, y, z ϭ 9, Ϫ21, Ϫ9; Z ϭ 1.67) in which salient information in the stimulus array (the LSF fear component) tends to compete for attention [5] . As in the previous study, this activation extended broadly throughout posterior and lateral thalamus and and slows processing when attention is directed to a different component of the stimulus.
into superior colliculus (x, y, z ϭ 0, Ϫ30, Ϫ3; Z ϭ 2.09). 
